McAfee VirusScan 4.5
70 Million Desktops Protected Everyday
Trusted by individual users and large companies alike, McAfee VirusScan is the world’s premier virus
detection and removal solution for a major source of infection, your desktop machines. With the
broadest platform coverage, VirusScan fits seamlessly into any networked environment with a wide
array of proactive manageability and visibility features ensuring the most effective virus security
solution is always guarding your troops.
The requirements placed on network availability by e-business takes the threat of a virus outbreak to
the next level—your bottom line. No longer are such outbreaks simply a nuisance. Today a virus
outbreak that disrupts the flow of an organization’s e-business activity will actually affect
profitability. In fact, 1999 saw $12.1 billion in damages as a direct result of virus infections, more
than twice that of all previous years of virus attacks combined.

Flexible Scanning Options
VirusScan provides comprehensive protection for your organization’s desktop machines, capturing both
known and new viruses before they infect multiple users. The award-winning scanning engine delivers
high-speed scans of all files as they are accessed in real-time. All major file compression formats are
supported. Detected viruses can be automatically cleaned, deleted, or even quarantined for future
analysis and origin tracing. VirusScan also includes flexible on-demand and scheduled scanning
capabilities. With a simple point-and-click, administrators can configure any number of selective scan
tasks to run at different intervals.

Content Scanning
As email and the Internet represent the number one and
fastest growing source of virus distribution, it is
imperative that your desktop virus security solution is
equipped with the tools necessary to defend against
such threats. VirusScan’s email X-ray stops viruses
hidden in email attachments before they infect other
users. Java and ActiveX scanning also prevent malicious
Internet borne attacks.

Incremental DAT File Updates
In the end, it all boils down to effective virus detection and removal. The McAfee VirusScan engine
has more independent certification of comprehensive detection and cleaning than any other
solution. Never the less, with more than 50,000 viruses in the wild, and 500 new ones cropping up
every month, a virus security solution is only as good as its most recent update. VirusScan
AutoUpdate provides incremental updating, making the process of keeping your virus security
state-of-the art 20 times faster.

Key Features
• Comprehensive Detection and Cleaning
VirusScan’s award winning scanning and
cleaning engine is proven effective with
more independent certifications of
comprehensive detection and cleaning
than any other in the world.
• Broadest Platform Support
VirusScan supports a broad range
of platforms including Win2000,
NT4.0, Win9x, OS/2, Linux, HP-UX,
SCO, AIX, Solaris.
• ePolicy Orchestrator
VirusScan works in conjunction with
ePolicy Orchestrator providing turnkey
software distribution, configuration
management and policy enforcement
scalable to 100,000 users.
• Automatic Updating
VirusScan’s AutoUpdate feature uses pull
technology to keep your virus protection
current at all times.
• Incremental Updating
Ensures lightning fast DAT file update
capabilities.
• Email Protection
VirusScan can scan for viruses in
unopened attachments in MAPI or POP-3
email messages, protecting your users
from today’s most prevalent virus type:
mass-mailers.
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